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ABOUT RUDGE
Since forming in 1901, Rudge has always taken immense pride in the careful 

changes have occurred during this time, as Rudge has spent well over 100 years in 
the industry, although even today we at Rudge still very much remain intact with 

leading brands can lay claim to machining their taps from their own raw castings, 
although a rare trait to others, it’s always been a basic function of our in-house 

our foundry to each be machined into a beautiful tap which is then hand polished by 
our highly skilled staff, plated and then hand assembled to create the most luxurious 

The company stands out as a pioneer of British craftsmanship, to the extent that 
Rudge & Co has fast gained an enviable reputation in the international market too, 
from adding our stamp to your well cherished home, or dream commercial property, 

Having vast experience of working through ever changing decades leads us to 

have come and gone, Rudge maintains an everlasting presence in today’s society, 
making it evidently clear traditional brassware is still appreciated by today’s 

a ‘touch of British class’ and it’s this admiration and demand that currently makes 
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This exclusive kitchen collection offers stunning unique ranges, all of which have their 

Arguably the oldest and most genuine traditional brand around with well over 100 
years of heritage we at Rudge would like to thank our loyal customers in helping us 

Pevensey Range 4 - 5

Anglais Range  6 

Ashby Range  7

Rinse Option  8

Product Dimensions  10 - 11
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The range incorporates the original double bend spout with the 
ever popular traditional four pronged crosstop sitting on the 

producing a beautiful selection of products which really stand the 

PS3006
2 Hole Crosstop  

* All products available with crosstop or lever options, standard lever options white and black tulip ceramic white



PS3003U

PS3010

Crosstop 
Bib Taps

PS3015 PS3018
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A remarkably fresh option, showcasing our truly stunning teardrop 

with the curves of the spout to give each piece an eye catching 

the Anglais outlines our ever growing desire to offer consumers 

2 Hole Teardrop 
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* All products available with crosstop or lever options, standard lever options metal and crackle tulip ceramic



AB3006
2 Hole 

The ever present swan shaped neck looks amazing with our aptly 

has a very traditional English look, which is further enhanced with the 

AB3015 AB3018
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* All products available with crosstop or lever options, standard lever options white and black sanitan ceramic white and black tulip ceramic

AB3010



The rinse remains a much loved accessory in 

 
An array of styles are available, all ranges can 

beauty of the Rudge rinse is that because it 
operates with a separate control it is compatible 

Rudge & Co taps are available in 7 diffferent 

include elegant options like chrome; nickel and 
brushed nickel to unique unrivalled specialist 

PLATED (CP)
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BRUSHED
)

GOLD (AG)
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PS3015PS3010

PS3003U

PS3006PS3018

1 0



AB3018L

AB3010

3017LSV

AB3006

AB3015

1 1




